Self-services that are a pleasure to use
ATOSS presents innovative staff portal for time and attendance management and workforce
scheduling

Munich, 17.01.2019. Staff integration that makes companies productive and enhances job
satisfaction: this was the goal that ATOSS pursued in developing the next generation of
intuitive self-services in connection with time and attendance management and workforce
scheduling. With its innovative Staff Center, the trend-setter for workforce management once
again sets the benchmark in terms of design, high-end technology and user experience.

Staff portals provide an essential information base, enabling closer integration of both workforce and
management in company processes. Using the new browser-based Staff Center by ATOSS,
companies can involve their staff in time and attendance management and workforce scheduling in a
very simple way. The user journey is intuitive – just as modern users expect from their familiarity with
private apps. Entries are checked instantly in real time and any errors are displayed during entry;
irritating waiting times and progress bars are a thing of the past.

Several million euros were invested in developing the Staff Center. Senior Product Manager Tobias
Exner explains the goal of this innovative new product: “Our new Staff Center supports implementation
of efficient flexibilization concepts and is simply a pleasure to use on a day-to-day basis. But we’re not
just revolutionizing the area of self-services here. The Staff Center also reflects our aspiration to
consistently provide state-of-the-art technology and functionality – for future-proof workforce
management, whether on-premise or in the cloud.”

The user guidance based on use cases enables simple navigation in all functions – whether
retroactively entering missed time stamps, applying for absences such as vacations, exchanging shifts
or entering duty schedule preferences: all this is entirely intuitive and requires no training. Individual
dashboards, workflows and a personal message area with outstanding and completed tasks provide
precisely the information necessary for each application case. Simple navigation reduces error
sources, ensuring efficiency and satisfaction at all levels. The new product makes life easier for
personnel planners, superiors and HR departments, while staff motivation levels are raised due to the
increase in co-determination and independent responsibility.

The Staff Center is available for the ATOSS Staff Efficiency Suite, the Enterprise solution for workforce
management, and the sector solutions for retail, logistics, healthcare, production and call centers.
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Press information and visual material for download at
www.atoss.com/pressemitteilungen
ATOSS
ATOSS Software AG is a provider of technology and consulting solutions for professional workforce management
and demand-optimized workforce deployment. Whether conventional time management, mobile apps, detailed
workforce forecasting, sophisticated workforce scheduling or strategic capacity and requirement planning, ATOSS
has just the right solution – both in the cloud and on-premise. The modular product families feature the very highest
level of functionality, browser-based high-end technology and platform independence. With more than 6,500
customers in 42 countries, ATOSS workforce management solutions make a measurable contribution to increased
value creation and competitiveness. At the same time, they ensure greater planning fairness and satisfaction at the
workplace. Customers include companies such as ALDI SÜD, Coca-Cola, Deutsche Bahn, Douglas, Edeka, HUKCOBURG, Klinikum Leverkusen, Lufthansa, MEYER WERFT, Schmitz Cargobull, Sixt, Stadt Regensburg,
thyssenkrupp Packaging Steel and W.L. Gore & Associates. Further information: www.atoss.com
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